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Vocabulary and Grammar

U1
UNIT ONE

 1. Write the names.

 2. Complete with was / were in affirmative ( ) or negative (✘) form.

a) We       at the reserve for 3 hours.

b) There       a large monkey in the tree.

c) There       any dolphins in the water.

d) It       an enormous wolf.

e) The giant tortoise       behind the rock. 

a) Was it a hot day? Yes,         .

b) Were there any parrots at the reserve? Yes,          .  

A lot of them.

c) Was there a jacaranda tree in the street? No,           .

d) Was she bored at the botanical garden? No,          .

e) Were there birds at the island? Yes,               .

 3. Write short answers.

a)           

d)           

b)           

e)           

c)           

f)           

✘

✘
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Reading

a) Were they in the same campsite every night?  .

b) Was the weather dry?  .

c) What do you like and what don’t you like about the trip?   

 .

 1. Read and answer the questions.

A Visit to 
   a National Park

My family and I were in Corcovado 
National Park in Costa Rica last summer. 
It was fantastic! We were there for four 
days. There were some nice campsites 
and we were in a different one each 
night. Luckily, the whole family loves 
long walks! 

The park has many different 
ecosystems and thousands of 

different species of mammals, 
reptiles, amphibians, birds, and 

insects. There were colorful 
orchids in the tropical rain 

forest, and there were noisy 
blue and red macaws, too. 

In the cold rivers, there 
were large crocodiles 

and people say 
fierce sharks 

live in the oceans nearby too. Luckily, 
there weren’t any crocodiles in the 
rivers when we crossed, and there 
weren’t any scary sharks around when 
we were in the ocean!

There were dangerous snakes and 
spiders in the forest, but the mosquitos 
were the worst! Horrible! 

It was very rainy when we were 
there, and one night I woke up and 
my sleeping bag was completely wet! 
Mom said it was all part of the fun, but I 
wasn’t sure about that! However, I had 
a wonderful time and saw cute tapirs, 
beautiful macaws, sea turtles, frogs, 
iguanas, and a spider monkey in a tree. 
Unfortunately, I didn’t see any jaguars … 

 
It was an incredible trip after all!
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Writing

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 1. Underline all the animals the narrator saw in "A Visit to a National Park". Make a list 
of the words used to describe them.

 2. Think of a natural place you know. Imagine you visited it. Complete the table.

What There Was / Were Describing Words

 3. Write some sentences to describe the natural place.
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Speaking

1. Look at the picture and find …

2. Imagine you were at a nature reserve yesterday. Use the picture to talk about the
things you saw.

3. Share natural places in your country that you love or feel proud of.

Were there any horses?

dolphins raccoonsbutterflies a whale cacti

No, there weren’t, but there 
were two pandas.
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